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March's Sampler of the Month -"MR 1811 A Mew Jersey Sampler"

There's only a few more days in March, and only a few more days to save 15% on your purchase of this exquisite sampler, its fabric, and
its silk. This Hawkins House reproduction has absolutely captured Debra's stitching imagination, and she has made it all the way to the
other side, as you can see. I said at the beginning of the month that I hoped we'd meet in the middle. Well, the best laid plans . . . .
Debra's model is being stitched on Lakeside Linen's 40c V. Maritime White with NPI silks; mine is on Lakeside 's 40c V. Maple Sugar (I
mistakenly said V. Fawn earlier, which is also a wonderful choice, just a bit darker in tone, perfect for the rich overdyed silk colors of
Belle Soie + 2 skeins of Gloriana.)
During March you may save 15% on the purchase of the following: chart ($14) + linen of your choice (40c with 2" margins is $13) OR the
silks (NPI, $72; overdyed silks, $86.10). Of course, all of these prices are before the discount is applied.

A Day Workshop With Gloria Moore/Milady's Needle

Gloria''s visit to The Attic is Monday, and if you discover that the day is available for you, let us know. There's still room for you!
What a great way to spend the last Monday in March: with fellow needleworkers playing in paints and Brie wax a bit before lining the box
and attaching your needlework to the lid. And then it's on to the fob!

When: Monday, March 30, 9 - 4 p.m.
What: Acorn Box
Fee: $55 ~ includes teaching fee, all finishing materials (paint,
brushes, Brie wax, including the lining), as well as lunch and Kelmscott's beautiful acorn accessory pieces, the threadkeep and the
needleminder. The only thing you have to provide is a scissors ~ and you might be lucky enough to win one as a door prize! Kit: $30
It includes the linen, the Belle Soie, and the paper maiche box.

March Madness at The Attic . . .
. . . has been postponed until April, to give several of you a bit more time to get your
prestitching completed! The Blackbird Designs Stocking Ornament Finishing will be
NEXT Saturday, April 4, 2:00 - 4:30 p.m. The Slipper Club's first meeting to finish an
exquisite Thistle Threads slipper (one of them is pictured below ~ several more to
choose from) will be a Saturday to be announced.

What's New in the Shop

Actually, these very fun designs have been here, just waiting patiently to find space in a newsletter. From Lisa/The Primitive Needle:
"A & E" 129w x 164h ($10) ~ "ABC Hornbook" 186w x 371h ($15) ~ "Cape Cod Girls" (Cape Cod Boys is coming!) 100w x 231h ($10)

"Earth Sampler"

108w x 102h ($10) ~ "Follow Me" 87w x 139h ($8)

From Janie/The Cat's Whiskers:
a former teaching piece, "Fruits of the Harvest" ($50 w/silk thread pack), a lovely sewing roll whose photos don't show the
charming verse inside: "Nurture a True Friend & . . . Harvest a Lasting Friendship," and accessories (needle case, scissors

pocket, pin cushion, and scissors fob) with complete finishing instructions

Another

WOW!

Nashville item that I have failed to show you sooner. I LOVED this. As you can see, I took a number of

photographs of it. It is shown in two color ways, on Belfast Antique White and Belfast Cobblestone. "Scissors By Any Other
Name" ($14) ~ a silk thread pack is available.

And, of course, the third design in Janie's famous Lounge Suite Series, "Victorian Memories Chaise Lounge" ($26 includes
"feet," templates and cardboard backing material)

"Cupcakes Glorious Cupcakes" ($16) ~ these literally looked good enough to eat!

From Twisted Oak Designs, "Penelope Pinhen" ($20 includes accessory pack), a collection of stitching smalls: the chicken pin cushion,
puffy egg pin cushion, and thimble holder scissors fob ~ and from Heirloom Embroideries , "Sweet Violets" ($14), shown stitched on 32count

It's time for me to hit "Send" ~ we have a group of Colorado needleworkers coming in to spend the day, their first day of their annual
Arizona "retreat," so it will be a busy Friday. Yesterday was Grandparents Day at Tyler and Hannah's school, and we were very proud of
Hannah's drawing, which made it on the cover of this year's program. I wasn't very good with my camera yesterday because I didn't
take very many photographs ~ some of Hannah being the social butterfly that she is, but none of Tyler. I'm sorry, Tyler!

One more important thing I just remembered . . .

Last Friday our credit card processor decided to die, and our new machine asks for additional information on non-swiped transactions,
i.e., mail orders. For some of you we ship to your business address, and we will need to update our records to include your billing address,
including ZIP code. Thanks very much for your assistance.
May your needlework continue to bring you comfort and joy in this troubled world . . .
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